Abstract
Text
Genetic traits are called Mendelian traits when they are controlled by one gene and are not greatly influenced by environmental (non-genetic) effects; they are called quantitative traits when they are affected by more than one gene and/or affected significantly by non-genetic factors.
In experimental genetics, inbred strains of plants or animals are crossed to create populations which are the equivalent of large families. These Mathematica (Wolfram, 1996) packages allow a user to simulate the results of such experimental crosses involving hypothetical genes specified by the user, including both Mendelian and quantitative traits. Conversely, they also allow the user to analyze the results of such crosses, inferring genes and their relationships from the real or simulated traits in progeny populations. The principal functions in these packages are summarized in Table 1 .
The Simulation package includes the ability to simulate the multi-generation breeding designs called advanced intercross, advanced backcross, and recombinant inbred lines. Advanced intercrosses are useful for precise mapping of genes controlling quantitative traits (Darvasi and Soller, 1995) . Advanced backcrosses are useful for transferring a useful trait from one strain to another and simultaneously mapping the gene or genes controlling that trait (Tanksley and Nelson, 1996) . Recombinant inbred lines are a permanent mapping resource which allow the integration of mapping results from many laboratories (Taylor, 1989) .
The MakeDataset function can also generate simulated quantitative trait data according to a simple model,
where a is the average trait values of one parent, b a is half the difference of the parental trait values (additive effect) and b d is the difference between the average heterozygote trait value and a (dominance effect). The indicator variable x a is 0, 1, or 2 according to the genotype of the locus; the variable x d is 0, 1, or 0 for the same types. N (0, e) is a random number representing environmental effects, from a normal distribution with standard deviation e. (MakeDataset can also simulate environmental effects which are not normally distributed.) A complex quantitative trait is simulated by adding or otherwise combining the contributions from two or more QTLs.
The RecombinationFraction function analyses phenotype data of two markers to provide a maximum-likelihood estimate of the recombination fraction between them. Optionally, this function will use, for some types of crosses, estimates which are more accurate when some progeny genotypes are poorly viable (Bailey, 1949a,b; Lorieux et al., 1995a,b) . This recombination fraction can be converted to an additive map distance (Crow, 1990) with the GeneticMap function in the MapFunctions package.
The package QTLRegression includes three methods by which traits can be analyzed to estimate the strength and location of their component QTLs. The first, SingleLocusAssociation, fits simple linear regression for a trait and the phenotypes of a marker locus, returning a regression coefficient(s) and a likelihood ratio statistic (LOD score), which measures the statistical significance of the association. The second, SimpleIntervalMap, fits a regression at 1 cM intervals between two adjacent marker loci, estimating the genotypes of the hypothetical QTL from the phenotypes of the flanking markers (Carbonell et al., 1992; Haley and Knott, 1992; Lander and Botstein, 1989 a series of regressions in the interval between two makers, but it includes as cofactors in the regression one or more additional markers to partly account for the effect of QTLs elsewhere in the genome (Carbonell et al., 1992; Jansen, 1993; Zeng, 1994) . About 10 software packages are currently available for detecting QTLs and mapping them among a set of marker loci (Manly and Olson, 1999) . The package Export converts simulated data into formats for three of these programs, Mapmaker/QTL (Lander and Botstein, 1989) , Map Manager QT, and Map Manager XP (Manly, 1993 (Manly, , 1997 Manly and Olson, 1999) .
